Stag, Hen and Group Tasting Events from Advintage

Wine or beer tastings can be the perfect ice breaker for a group event or
stag/hen weekend. Advintage events are lively, entertaining and
informative, pitched at a level that appeals to both novices and buffs
alike.
All our wine and beer tastings are specifically designed to meet the needs
of the group involved. Prices start from £15 per person.
Alternative wines, ports, whisky and beers can be added by arrangement.
Classic Wine Package £15, £20 or £25 per person includes:
 6 wines to taste, including 1 sparkling wine
 Introduction to wine tasting
 How to choose wine
 Wine and food matching
 Fun Quiz
 Nibbles and glasses provided

Sparkling Wine and Champagne Package, £25, £30 or £35 per
person. Includes Prosecco, Cava, Non-vintage and Gran Cru
vintage Champagne.






Introduction to wine tasting
What makes these wines so special
Wine and food matching
Fun Quiz
Nibbles and glasses provided

Beer Tasting Package from £15 per person





10 beers tasted
Introduction to different styles of beer
Unique brews including “boutique” micro brewery
Pub Quiz team challenge

Tastings last about 2 hours and can be arranged around the party or group
schedule, usually in the afternoon or early evening. These events can

take place in the home, at a weekend cottage (small charge for travel
depending on distance from Newcastle,) or at another venue by
arrangement with Advintage.
Minimum numbers apply, 10 is the usual minimum number, however
arrangements can be made for smaller groups.
Terms and Conditions:
It is advisable to make arrangements via internet or preferably telephone
with Suzanne at Advintage to confirm the date and arrange for the most
suitable package to suit your needs.
50% of payments must be made 8 days in advance, total payment on the
day of tasting. Advintage accept debit/credit cards or cash.
Cancellations:
If the tasting is cancelled less than 10 days in advance and the deposit has
been paid, 50% of the deposit is re-fundable.
If the tasting is cancelled more than 10 days in advance and the deposit
has been paid the whole deposit is re-fundable.

